VERIFY ALL DIMENSIONS BEFORE CUTTING TO ANY CURVES

1. 1% wide - 1% x 3%\textsuperscript{2}\%.
2. 1% wide - 3% x 1\%\space\textsuperscript{2}\%.
3. 5%8\textsuperscript{2}\%.
4. Arm blank dimensions (2 required):
   \begin{align*}
   \text{Arm } & \times \text{ Arm } \\
   1\% & \times 2\% \\
   \end{align*}
5. Stretcher blank dimensions (2 required):
   \begin{align*}
   \text{Stretcher } & \times \text{ Stretcher } \\
   1\% & \times 2\% \\
   \end{align*}

STITCH LINE

JOINING PAPER

1. Fibers are not critical, but stiff, light woods with straight grain are preferred.
2. The pattern is designed to work with the hardware from Blackburn Tools (blackburntools.com), but may work with others with modification.
3. Ash is excellent, as is hickory, cherry, soft maple, or poplar.
4. Joining tenons to join the frame, but more complex joinery is also traditional.
5. Handles rounded over for comfort.